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Mr. Earman noted that:

a.

b. General Willoughby is coning in for consultation
Friday, 27 July.

c. Mr. 0. A. Wheelon of
will confer with D/DG an r. Millikan on Friday,
regarding possible employment in ORR for a "year
or two".

d. A physician frm the New York Hospital will inspect
CIA medical activities on Friday and Saturday of
this week.

ocque briefly discussed the activities of
an ardent supporter of the Chinese Nationals. Mr. --

as accused State, among other things, of recommending CIA emp oy- R70-14
ment of four known Communists to assist in the formulation of Far
East policy. Arnr calls or correspondence received from Mr. Kohlberg
will be referred to Colonel Hansen and/or Colonel Edwards.

Colonel Muller noted that NSC 68 in its entirety is to be dis-
cussed at the next Senior Staff Meeting. Mr. Larocque will bring
this up at the Deputy's Meeting to determine whether D/DCI or DCI
would attend.

Mr. Reber briefly discussed the agenda for today's IAC Meeting.
He also stated that a meeting had been held yesterday with non-IAC
agencies who send representatives abroad. It was agreed that these
agencies will notify OCD of these trips. OCD will in turn notify
the interested offices of CIA, who will send qualified people to
interview these travellers.

Mr. Reber also stated the research offices of CIA had held
a meeting to discuss ways and means of contributing support to
covert collection requirements.

Mr. 0'Gara discussed the present status of the Magnitude Paper
which is now in the hands of the Indians in the Joint Chiefs. He
believes these people are dragging their feet, since they realise
that approval of this paper will require the military to furnish



a large number of Service personnel to CIA and therefore impede
the mission of the Department of Defense.

Mr. Larocque noted that in connection with projects submitted
to the PRC, in most instances it was apparent that these projects
were not receiving proper coordination, particular3y from the
support elements of CIA. Mr. O'Gara stated that he realized that
this was a fact and that he was taking steps to properly coordinate
projects support-wise before they are presented to the PRC.

Mr. O'Oara also stated that the Arnr was having trouble in
finding assignments for officers and enlisted men who have been
returned from Korea, and that we were making attempts to recruit
some of these people for CIA.

Colonel Hansen briefed those present on Senator O'Connor's
investigation of the Insurance Syndicate which appeared in today's
log. The individual conducting this investigation for Senator
O'Connor is coming in today to be briefed by Colonel Hansen and
Mr. Hunt.
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